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Impact of Departure Time Uncertainty on Runway Scheduling
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Abstract: The flight departure process is affected by various uncertain factors，such as flight delays，scheduling
delays and taxi time etc. A reliable and robust departure sequence is very important to the safe and efficient operation
for airports. An optimal scheduling model for multi-runway departure considering the arrival aircraft crossing departure
runway is developed. A genetic algorithm encoding flight numbers is designed to find a near-optimal solution. After
that，further establish a multi-objective dynamic scheduling model and design a hybrid algorithm to solve it，and
compare and analyze the results of the two models. A quantitative analysis of departure time based on the kernel
density estimation is performed，and Monte Carlo simulations are carried out to explore the impact of flight departure
time’s uncertainty on departure scheduling. The results based on historical data from Guangzhou Baiyun Airport are
presented，showing the advantage of the proposed model and algorithm.
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0 Introduction

Runway system is the most critical resource in
airports，which typically sets the upper bound of air⁃
port movements. Reasonable arrangements of the
sequence of landings and takeoffs at runway can sig⁃
nificantly improve the safety and efficiency of airport
operation. Therefore， the runway scheduling has
been an important research topic in air transporta⁃
tion field.

A great amount of research works have been
done，which address various types runway schedul⁃
ing， including optimal operation research on ap⁃
proaches runway，departure runway，and mixed run⁃
way for approaches and departures. For instance，
Gupta et al.［1］ established a mixed-integer linear pro⁃
gramming model to optimize flight departure time.
Xu et al.［2］ proposed a dynamic scheduling model for
sequencing arrivals and departures of multi-runway.
Hu et al.［3］ developed a high-efficiency genetic algo⁃
rithm to schedule the transportation. Zhang et al.［4-5］

established a multi-objective optimization algorithm

for the aircraft scheduling based on receding hori⁃
zon，and an optimization algorithm for multi-runway
takeoff and landing scheduling. Ma et al.［6］ designed
an ordering method of combined arrival and depar⁃
ture scheduling for multi-airport system.

Although the studies on runway scheduling in
deterministic scenarios have been extensive，there
are few investigations on the optimization of runway
scheduling under uncertainies such as weather and
inbound delays. Robust optimization and stochastic
optimization have been applied in this field. For ex⁃
ample，Heidt et al.［7］ applied a robust optimization
algorithm for runway scheduling under uncertainty.
Ng et al.［8］ proceeded robust scheduling to the
flights with arrival or departure delay，based on an
artificial bee colony algorithm.

More specifically，few studies consider the ar⁃
rival flight’s situation crossing the departure runway
while optimizing departure flights. Avella et al.［9］de⁃
veloped an integer programming model considering
the influence of arrival flights. Ma et al.［10］ estab⁃
lished a scheduling optimization model for departure
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runway in the arrival port. Gupta et al.［11］ used a
mixed-integer linear program to determine aircraft’s
takeoff and landing time. They also analyzed the im⁃
pact of departure time uncertainty on departure
scheduling based on the assumed probability distri⁃
bution of departure time uncertainty［12］.

A departure scheduling model considering ar⁃
rival flights crossing the departure runway is pro⁃
posed in this paper. A genetic algorithm is designed
to obtain the reasonable solutions. The characteris⁃
tics of flight departure time uncertainty are captured
based on historical data. The Monte-Carlo simula⁃
tion is performed to analyze the impact of departure
time uncertainty on departure scheduling. Two dif⁃
ferent scheduling strategies for departure scheduling
are compared and analyzed.

1 Model Formulation

The focus of this article is to optimize depar⁃
ture flights at airports with multiple parallel run⁃
ways. In the multi-runway model assumed in this ar⁃
ticle，each runway may have arrival and departure
flights，and flights from adjacent runways that cross
after landing. Therefore，on each runway，there are
three kinds of flight scheduling conditions consider⁃
ing the arrival，departure，and crossing flights. Due
to scheduling costs，we fix the arrival flight and on⁃
ly schedule the departure and crossing flights.

1. 1 Variables definition

The relevant notations in the model are defined
as follows.

A：The set of all arriving flights；
D：The set of all departing flights；
C：The set of all the arrival flights crossing the

departure runway；
F：The set of all flights；
RC：The runway that can be passed through by

the approaching flight；
R：The collection of all runways；
Cr：The corresponding capacity of the runway

allocated for the flight；
λir：When the arrival flight i’s arrival runway is

r，λir=1，otherwise λir=0；
sij：Under windless condition， the minimum

wake turbulence separation between flight i and
flight j，on the same runway，flight i is in front of
flight j；

oi：The time occupied by the arrival flight i
passing through the departure runway，i∈ C；

Tmax：The maximum delay time for departure
flights；

T pi：The estimated time for flight i using run⁃
way；

M：A large number.
The model decision variables are defined as fol⁃

lows.
T ai：Flight i’s actual departure/arrival time/

the starting time crossing the departure runway；
xir：When flight i is allocated to runway r for

departure，xir=1，otherwise xir=0；
wir：When arrival flight i crosses runway r，wir

=1，otherwise wir=0，i∈ C；

yij：When flights i and j are allocated to the
same runway，yij=1，otherwise yij=0；

δij：When flight i is arranged in front of flight
j，δij=1，otherwise，δij=0；

uij：When flight i passes through the runway as
same as flight j’s departure or arrival one，uij=1，
otherwise uij=0，i∈ C， j∈ F.

1. 2 Objective and constraints

The objective of the model is to minimize flight
delays，which can be given as
min Z= ∑

r∈R
∑
i∈D
(T ai- T pi ) xir+∑

r∈R
∑
i∈C
(T ai- T pi )wir

(1)
The constraints of the model are listed below.

∑
r ∈ R
xir = 1 ∀i∈ D (2)

xir= λir ∀i∈A,r ∈ R (3)
∑
r ∈ RC

wir = 1 ∀i∈ C (4)

∑
i∈ F
xir+ ∑

i∈ C
wir ≤ C r ∀r ∈ R (5)

δij+ δji= 1 ∀i,j∈ F,i≠ j (6)
T aj- T ai≥( sij δij+( δij- 1 )M ) yij+

( yij- 1 )M ∀i,j∈ F,i≠ j (7)
yij≥ xir+ xjr- 1 ∀r ∈ R,i,j∈ F,i≠ j (8)
yij≤( xir+ xjr ) /2 ∀r ∈ R,i,j∈ F,i≠ j (9)
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T aj- E ai≥( oiδij+( δij- 1 )M ) uij+
( uij- 1 )M ∀i∈ C,j∈ F,i≠ j (10)

uij≥ wir+ xjr- 1 ∀r ∈ R,i∈ C,j∈ F,i≠ j (11)
uij≤(wir+ xjr ) /2 ∀r ∈ R,i∈ C,j∈ F,i≠ j (12)

E aj- E ai≥( oiδij+( δij- 1 )M ) vij+
( vij- 1 )M ∀i,j∈ C,i≠ j (13)

vij≥ wir+ wjr- 1 ∀r ∈ R,i,j∈ C,i≠ j (14)
vij≤(wir+ wjr ) /2 ∀r ∈ R,i,j∈ C,i≠ j (15)

T ai- T pi≤ Tmax ∀i∈ D (16)
T ai≥ T pi ∀i∈ F (17)
T ai= T pi ∀i∈A (18)
E ai≥ E pi ∀i∈ C (19)

T ai,w ai,w di,w ci≥ 0,xir,yij,δij ∈ { 0,1 }
∀r ∈ R i,j∈ F,i≠ j (20)

Eq.（1）means that the sum of departure delay
and transit delay caused by scheduling is the small⁃
est. Eq.（2）ensures that each departing flight can on⁃
ly be allocated to one runway. Eq.（3）means that
the runway of the arrival flight is specified，and does
not need to be allocated. Eq.（4）considers that the
flight that needs to cross the departure runway only
can cross the specified runway that can be crossed，
and each flight can only cross one runway. Eq.（5）
states that the arrivals and departure cannot exceed
runway capacity. Eq.（6） describes the uniqueness
of flights order. Eq.（7）means that the wake turbu⁃
lence separation between different flights on the
same runway. Eqs.（8） and（9） require only when
both flights i and j are allocated to one runway，yij is
1， otherwise it is 0. Eq.（10） means that when
flights on other runways need to cross the runway，
the interval between departure time of the departure
flight and the time that the arrival flight begin to
cross the runway should be greater than or equal to
the time of flights occupying the runway when the
flight crosses the runway. Eqs.（11） and（12） re⁃
quire that only when the runway crossed by flight i
and the runway is used by flight j are the same，uij is
1，otherwise it is 0. Eq.（13）represents the time in⁃
terval constraint when two crossing flights cross the
same runway one after the other. Eqs.（14） and
（15）stipulate that only when the runway crossed by
flight i is the same as the runway crossed by flight j
on the runway，vij is 1，otherwise it is 0. Eq.（16）

means that the maximum delay time constraint for
departing flights. Eq.（17） requires the actual time
of using the runway should not less than the expect⁃
ed time of using the runway. Eq.（18） requires
flights’actual arrival time is equal to the estimated
arrival time，that is，the arrival flight will not be
scheduled. Eq.（19）stipulates that the actual time to
cross the runway shall not be less than the estimated
time to cross the runway. Eq.（20）means the value
range of decision variables.

1. 3 Dynamic model

On the basis of the deterministic model estab⁃
lished above，the uncertain flight departure delay is
introduced as a random variable， and a dynamic
multi-objective flight scheduling model with uncer⁃
tainty is established. After introducing uncertain
flight departure delay as a random variable，flight
departure time is no longer a certain value. In order
to take into account the efficiency and robustness of
the model，the objective function is considered to be
the weight of the minimum total delay time of the
scheduling result and the minimum total time of the
scheduling result change. The weight ratio is set to
0.5 for each of the two objective functions. The
weight coefficient can be determined by the specific
airport. The actual situation is adjusted.

The following variables to the deterministic
model are added.

ξ ki：The random delay of the kth disturbance
flight；

N：The number of disturbances by adding ran⁃
dom delays to the scheduled flight，k is the index of
disturbance，k= 1，2，…，N；

T k
di：The estimated departure/arrival time after

adding random delay for the kth time；
E k
di：The estimated starting time of the flight

crossing the runway after the kth random delay is
added，i∈ C；

T k
bi ：The actual departure/arrival time of the

flight after the kth random delay is added；
E k
bi ：The actual starting time of the flight cross⁃

ing the runway after the kth random delay is add⁃
ed，i∈ C.

In the dynamic model，the first objective func⁃
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tion is the minimum total delay time.
Min Z 1 = ∑

r ∈ R
∑
i∈ D
(T ai- T pi ) xir +

∑
r ∈ R
∑
i∈ C
( E ai- E pi )wir (21)

The second objective function is to minimize
the total time of scheduling changes.

Min Z 2 =
1
N ∑k= 1

N

( ∑
r ∈ R
∑
i∈ D
(T k

bi- T ai ) xir +

∑
r ∈ R
∑
i∈ C
( E k

bi- E ai )wir + ∑
r ∈ R
∑
i∈A
(T k

di- Tpi ) xir ) (22)

Due to the addition of variables such as estimat⁃
ed take-off time after delay，the constraints of the
dynamic model are the constraints of the determinis⁃
tic model and the set of the following constraints.

T k
di= T k

pi+ ξ ki i∈ D (23)
E k
di= E k

pi+ ξ ki i∈ C (24)
T k
bj- T k

bi≥( sij δij+( δij- 1 )M ) yij+
( yij- 1 )M ∀i,j∈ F,i≠ j (25)

T k
bj- E k

bi≥( oiδij+( δij- 1 )M ) uij+
( uij- 1 )M ∀i∈ C,j∈ F,i≠ j (26)

E k
bj- E k

bi≥( oiδij+( δij- 1 )M ) vij+
( vij- 1 )M ∀i,j∈ C,i≠ j (27)
T k
bi- T k

di≤ Tmax ∀i∈ D (28)
T k
bi≥ T k

di ∀i∈ D (29)
T k
bi= T k

di ∀i∈A (30)
E k
bi≥ E k

di ∀i∈ C (31)
T k
bi,E k

bi≥ 0 i∈ F,i≠ j (32)
Eq.（21）is the objective function that minimiz⁃

es the total delay of scheduling results before distur⁃
bance. Eq.（22） is the objective function that mini⁃
mizes the total time between the scheduling result
and the original scheduling result after the distur⁃
bance. Eq.（23）is expressed as the original planned
departure time of flight i for the kth disturbance and
a random delay disturbance is added to obtain the
new planned departure time under uncertain condi⁃
tions. Eq.（24） is expressed as the original planned
crossing time of flight i for the kth disturbance，
adding a random delay disturbance to obtain the
new planned crossing time under uncertain condi⁃
tions. Eq.（25） is the wake turbulence separation
between consecutive flights on the same runway.
Eq.（26）means that when flights after disturbance
on other runways need to cross the runway，the in⁃
terval between departure time of the departure

flight and the time that arrival flight begin to cross
the runway should be greater than or equal to the
time of flights occupying the runway when the
flight crosses the runway. Eq.（27） represents the
time interval of two transiting flights crossing the
same runway after disturbances. Eq.（28）stipulates
the maximum delay time for departing flights after
the disturbance. Eq.（29） stipulates that the actual
take-off time after disturbance is not less than the
estimated take-off time after disturbance. Eq.（30）
stipulates that the actual arrival time after distur⁃
bance of the arrival flight is equal to the expected
arrival time after the disturbance，that is，the arriv⁃
al flight after the disturbance is not allocated.
Eq.（31） stipulates that the actual runway crossing
time after the disturbance is not less than the ex⁃
pected runway crossing time after the disturbance.
Eq.（32） specifies the value range of decision vari⁃
ables after disturbance.

2 Algorithm Design

2. 1 Genetic algorithm

To solve the model，the following genetic algo⁃
rithm is proposed.

（1）Coding：This paper codes a series of de⁃
parting flights based on real number coding. Here，
the serial number of code represents the flight posi⁃
tion in the queue. The coding example is shown in
Fig.1.

（2） Initialization：The paper randomly gener⁃
ates a sequence of departure flights of N flights，re⁃
peating this process p times to generate an initial
population of P，and set the number of the initial
population as 10.

（3）Selection：The paper chooses the individu⁃
als in the population by Roulette. The probability of
an individual being selected in this way is proportion⁃
al to its fitness function. Therefore，individuals with
the highest fitness are most likely to be selected for

Fig.1 Flight coding method
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reorganization. At the same time，by adopting the
optimal preservation strategy，the individual in the
top 20% will be kept in every generation，and the
rest will be replaced by the new generation of indi⁃
viduals.

（4） Crossover：This paper randomly selects
the truncation point，cutting and re-configuring，and
then conducts the collision detection for children af⁃
ter the crossover. If there are conflicts in the cross⁃
over，we will process a mapping until no conflict oc⁃
curs. The diagram is shown in Fig.2.

（5）Mutation：Since the departing flight is cod⁃
ed with real numbers，the paper conducts a real-val⁃
ue variation method. In order to ensure the feasibili⁃
ty of solutions，when the variation occurs，two vari⁃
ate positions’genes will be swapped.

（6）Fitness function：This paper takes the in⁃
verse of the objective function as the fitness func⁃
tion，showing that the shorter the total delay time of
the departing flight on the ground，the higher the fit⁃
ness value. The fitness value during multiple itera⁃
tions determines the performance of the feasible so⁃
lution of the population.

2. 2 Hybrid algorithm

In the dynamic model， the flight departure
time is an uncertain value. So in order to resist the
influence of this uncertainty on flight scheduling，it
is decided to use a hybrid optimization algorithm
combining genetic algorithm and sampling average
approximation to solve the problem. The coding，
initialization， selection， crossover， and mutation
methods of the hybrid algorithm are the same as
the genetic algorithm. The fitness function is the re⁃
ciprocal of the weighted sum of the objective func⁃

tion with the smallest total delay time and the ob⁃
jective function with the smallest total time consid⁃
ering the scheduling change. Based on this idea，a
hybrid algorithm framework is designed as shown
in Fig.3.

According to the algorithm framework， the
specific algorithm steps can be listed as follows.

（1） Get the scheduled departure time of the
flight from the flight information，and get the initial
flight sequence and flight scheduling time.

（2） Substitute the initial departure order into
the sampling average approximation method，add
random delay disturbance to the original departure
time to obtain a new planned departure time，and
use the first come first serve（FCFS）method for
the new planned departure time to obtain a new actu⁃
al departure time and the total time value of schedul⁃
ing change under disturbances.

（3）Repeat step（2） to add delay disturbances
for multiple times，and take the average of the total
time of scheduling change obtained each time.

（4） Determine whether the average value of
the total time of scheduling changes obtained in step
（3）is ideal. If it is ideal，output the flight sequence
and actual departure time. If not ideal，return to con⁃
tinue to cross and mutate to find other solutions iter⁃
atively until the termination condition is met. The
termination condition of the hybrid algorithm is also

Fig.2 Flight coding method Fig.3 Hybrid algorithm flow-process
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the minimum fitness function. The fitness function
is the weight of the minimum total delay time of the
scheduling result and the minimum total time of the
scheduling result change. The weight ratio is set to
0.5 for each of the two objective functions. The
weight coefficient can be specified. The actual situa⁃
tion of the airport is adjusted.

3 Analysis of Impact of Departure
Time Uncertainty on Departure
Scheduling

In the deterministic model of departure schedul⁃
ing，the planned departure time is a deterministic
value. However，it is not in actual operation，and it
would change due to various uncertain factors. By
comparing the optimal scheduling results before and
after the departure time that is affected by uncertain⁃
ty disturbances，we can further explore the impact
of departure time uncertainty on departure schedul⁃
ing.

This paper superposes a random variable dis⁃
turbed value on the originally planned departure
time to simulate the flight departure time under the
influence of uncertainty. The random variable dis⁃
turbed value is obtained by fitting the probability dis⁃
tribution to the actual flight departure delays in his⁃
torical data. When the departure time occurs distur⁃
bances，the reschedule strategy under FCFS is as
follows. Based on the time after disturbances，in the
order of FCFS，generate new departure time after
scheduling. Based on the optimization of model and
algorithm， the new scheduling strategy is as fol⁃
lows. Keep the calculated flights’departure order
under the original plan’s departure time. According
to the departure time after disturbances occurred，
satisfy the requirement of the interval to carry out
new scheduling. And then generate the departure
time in the new scheduling.

Taking the model and algorithm built up in this
article，the scheduling result generated based on the
planned departure time is DMU，and the dynamic re⁃
scheduling result based on the departure time after
disturbance is DMP. Using dynamic models， the
scheduling result generated based on the planned de⁃

parture time is TMU，and the dynamic rescheduling
result based on the departure time after disturbance
is TMP.

The difference value of the total delay time be⁃
fore and after rescheduling is used as a predictability
index of the scheduling results under the two deter⁃
ministic scheduling methods. The calculation formu⁃
las are as Eqs.（33）and（34）. The predictability in⁃
dex is used to compare the two scheduling methods
affected by uncertainty. The lower the predictability
index，the less affected by uncertainty.

predictabiltyDM= ∑
f

|| tDMP - tDMU (33)

predictabiltyTM= ∑
f

|| tTMP - tTMU (34)

4 Simulation Results

4. 1 Deterministic departure scheduling model
and simulation verification algorithm

This paper uses a genetic algorithm to simulate
and verify Guangzhou Baiyun Airport’s flight depar⁃
ture scheduling. The algorithm is implemented with
MATLAB. The initial population size is 20，the ed⁃
ucational generation is 100 generations，the cross⁃
over probability Pc=0.8，and the mutation probabili⁃
ty Pm=0.1.

The runway structure of Guangzhou Baiyun
Airport consists of three parallel runways. From
north to south， there are runways 01/19，02L/
20R，02R/20L，in which runway 01/19 has both
arrival and departure flights，and 02L/20R has only
departure flights，but there will be arrival flights
from runway 02R/20L to cross. Runway 02R/20L
only has arrival flights，which will not be consid⁃
ered in the departure flight schedule. The runway di⁃
agram of Guangzhou Baiyun Airport is show in
Fig.4.

The wake turbulence separation sij is deter⁃
mined by the leading aircraft model and the follow⁃
ing aircraft，and the way of take-off and landing.
There are four types of aircraft for landings and de⁃
partures： A380-800 model aircraft （380）， the
heavy aircraft（H），medium aircraft（M），and light
aircraft（L）. According to Guangzhou Baiyun Air⁃
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port’s operation manual，the wake turbulence sepa⁃
ration is shown in Table 1.

There are 20 flights scheduled from 10：00 to
10：20 on one day at Baiyun Airport，and flight in⁃
formation is shown in Table 2. The aircraft with
the initial A indicates that it is an arrival flight，and
the aircraft with the initial D indicates that it is a de⁃
parture flight. The arrival flight for crossing is ab⁃
breviated as C， and the crossing interval is one
minute.

Based on the FCFS rule，it is common that ar⁃
rival flight enjoys higher priority than departure one.
The subsequent airplanes line up according to the
priority principle and keep the wake turbulence sepa⁃
ration. In order to validate the model，the departure
flights are scheduled through the genetic algorithm
and FCFS rules， respectively. The results are
shown in Table 3.

Based on Tables 2 and 3，the total delay time
is calculated to be 49 min by using FCFS method.

The total delay time generated by the genetic algo⁃
rithm designed is down to 28 min，decreased by 21
min（43%）compared with FCFS.

Fig.4 Baiyun Airport’s runway structure diagram

Table 1 Wake turbulence separations for different air⁃
craft min

Leading
Following

Arrival

Departure

380
H
M
L
380
H
M
L

Arrival

380
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

H
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

M
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

L
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

Departure

380
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

H
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

M
1
1
1
1
4
3
1
1

L
1
1
1
1
4
3
3
1

Table 2 Flights information

Flight
number
A01
B01
A02
B02
A03
B03
A04
B04
A05
B05
A06
B06
B07
A07
B08
A08
B09
A09
A10
A11

Runway
number
01
02L
02L
01
02L
02L
01
02L
01
02L
02L
01
02L
01
01
01
02L
01
01
02L

Estimated
dispatch time
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:06:00
10:06:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:08:00
10:09:00
10:10:00
10:11:00
10:11:00
10:12:00
10:12:00
10:13:00
10:14:00
10:14:00

Aircraft type

AM
DL
AM
DH
DM
DH
DH
DL
DM
C
DM
DM
DL
DH
DL
DM
AH
A38
DM
DH

Table 3 FCFS and the time of genetic algorithm schedul⁃
ing

Flight
number

A01
B01
A02
B02
A03
B03
A04
B04
A05
B05
A06
B06
B07
A07
B08
A08
B09
A09
A10
A11

FCFS run⁃
way number

01
02L
01
02L
01
02L
01
02L
01
02L
01
02L
02L
01
02L
01
02L
01
01
01

FCFS
schedul⁃
ing time
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:06:00
10:06:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:08:00
10:10:00
10:09:00
10:11:00
10:10:00
10:12:00
10:13:00
10:13:00
10:16:00
10:14:00
10:17:00
10:17:00
10:18:00
10:19:00

Genetic al⁃
gorithm run⁃
way number

01
02L
02L
01
02L
02L
01
02L
01
02L
02L
01
02L
01
01
01
02L
01
01
02L

Genetic algo⁃
rithm sched⁃
uling time
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:06:00
10:06:00
10:13:00
10:08:00
10:09:00
10:14:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:09:00
10:10:00
10:10:00
10:11:00
10:12:00
10:13:00
10:12:00
10:16:00
10:14:00
10:15:00
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4. 2 Departure time uncertainty effect simula⁃
tion

4. 2. 1 Probability distribution of departure delay

Firstly， the flight departure delay of Baiyun
Airport is obtained based on the historical operation
data of the airport. We select the delay time in the
busy time period of 10：00 to 10：20 and fit the prob⁃
ability distribution to flight departure time. It is
found that delay time is fitted neither by the normal
distribution nor exponential distribution. In this
case，we use the non-parametric estimation’s kernel
density estimation to fit the probability distribution
function of departure delay［3］. The probability densi⁃
ty curve obtained by the kernel density estimation is
shown in Fig.5.

To carry out the Monte-Carlo simulation of
the uncertainty impact on departure scheduling，it

is necessary to obtain random numbers conforming
to the fitted departure delay probability distribu⁃
tion，use the inverse function combined with linear
interpolation to generate approximate random num⁃
bers，and then get a set of departure time after dis⁃
turbances［13］. The departure time after disturbances
is shown in Table 4.

4. 2. 2 Simulation analysis of uncertainty influ⁃

ence

The departure time after the disturbance is
scheduled separately by two scheduling strategies.
The scheduling change time represents the changed
departure time after the disturbance under the dy⁃
namic rescheduling compared to the original schedul⁃

ing time. A negative number means that the time is
advanced，and a positive one indicates that the time
is delayed. We choose the two scheduling methods’
simulation results under the same set of disturbance
data for presenting，which are shown in Table 5.
The predictive index value using the dynamic mod⁃
els and hybrid algorithm is 24. The predictive index

Fig.5 Kernel density of departure delay time in 10:00-10:20

Table 4 Flight information after disturbances

Flight number

A01
B01
A02
B02
A03
B03
A04
B04
A05
B05
A06
B06
B07
A07
B08
A08
B09
A09
A10
A11

Runway number

01
02L
02L
02L
01
01
01
02L
01
02L
01
02L
02L
01
02L
02L
02L
01
01
01

Original estimated
dispatch time
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:05:00
10:06:00
10:06:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:08:00
10:09:00
10:10:00
10:11:00
10:11:00
10:12:00
10:12:00
10:13:00
10:14:00
10:14:00

Random delay

0
4
2
1
4
3
0
-2
0
5
-2
3
1
-3
-1
0
3
2
-5
3

Time to leave after
disturbance
10:05:00
10:09:00
10:07:00
10:06:00
10:10:00
10:09:00
10:07:00
10:05:00
10:07:00
10:12:00
10:06:00
10:06:00
10:11:00
10:08:00
10:10:00
10:12:00
10:15:00
10:15:00
10:09:00
10:17:00
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value is 50 using the proposed model and algorithm.
Carrying out Monte-Carlo simulations for

many times，the box plots of genetic and hybrid al⁃
gorithms about the total time of scheduling changes
are show in Fig.6. It can be seen from Fig.6 that the
distribution range of the total time of genetic algo⁃
rithm scheduling changes is 35—90 min，in which
75% of the results are less than 70 min，and the av⁃
erage is about 55 min. The total time distribution of
the scheduling change of the hybrid algorithm is 5—
40 min，in which 75% of the results are less than 30
min，and the average is about 25 min. The average
value，range，and median line of the total time of

scheduling changes under the hybrid algorithm are
smaller than those of under the genetic algorithm
method，showing that the scheduling results of the
multi-objective dynamic scheduling model using the
hybrid algorithm have smaller changes and higher
predictabilities.

5 Conclusions

A multi-runway departure optimal scheduling
model considering arrival flights crossing the depar⁃
ture runway is established. A genetic algorithm and
a hybrid algorithm are designed to solve the model.
The Monte-Carlo simulation is performed to study
the influence of departure time uncertainty on three
departure schedule strategies. The predictabilities of
the three schedule methods under the influence of
uncertainty are compared and analyzed.

There are many uncertain factors affecting the
flight departure time，including the time to release
chocks，taxing time，grounding holding policy im⁃
posed，etc. This paper analyzes how the uncertainty
of departure time affects departure scheduling based
on the development of an optimization model，a ge⁃

Fig.6 Comparison of Monte-Carlo simulation results in
box plots

Table 5 Scheduling time comparison between genetic algorithm and FCFS

Flight number

A01
B01
A02
B02
A03
B03
A04
B04
A05
B05
A06
B06
B07
A07
B08
A08
B09
A09
A10
A11

Predictability

Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithm
scheduling time

10:05:00
10:05:00
10:06:00
10:06:00
10:13:00
10:08:00
10:09:00
10:14:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:09:00
10:10:00
10:10:00
10:11:00
10:12:00
10:13:00
10:12:00
10:16:00
10:14:00
10:15:00

Disturbance
scheduling time

10:05:00
10:09:00
10:10:00
10:06:00
10:17:00
10:13:00
10:08:00
10:18:00
10:07:00
10:12:00
10:14:00
10:09:00
10:15:00
10:10:00
10:13:00
10:14:00
10:16:00
10:16:00
10:15:00
10:19:00

Schedule
change time /

min
0
4
4
0
4
5
-1
4
0
5
5
-1
5
-1
-1
1
4
0
1
4
50

Hybrid algorithm

Hybrid algorithm
scheduling time

10:05:00
10:06:00
10:05:00
10:10:00
10:06:00
10:08:00
10:09:00
10:07:00
10:07:00
10:16:00
10:10:00
10:09:00
10:11:00
10:11:00
10:13:00
10:14:00
10:15:00
10:16:00
10:15:00
10:17:00

Disturbance
scheduling time

10:05:00
10:09:00
10:05:00
10:12:00
10:08:00
10:09:00
10:10:00
10:10:00
10:07:00
10:17:00
10:11:00
10:11:00
10:13:00
10:12:00
10:15:00
10:14:00
10:16:00
10:16:00
10:13:00
10:17:00

Schedule
change time/

min
0
3
0
2
2
1
1
3
0
1
1
2
2
1
2
0
1
0
-2
0
24
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netic algorithm，and a hybrid algorithm based on the
FCFS principle.

In future research， various uncertain factors
that affect different departure phases shall be consid⁃
ered. Thus，stochastic programing or robust optimi⁃
zation can be employed to provide more reliable and
efficient departure sequences.
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出发时间不确定性对跑道调度的影响

张启钱，徐东旭，张 颖，张晓玮
（南京航空航天大学民航学院，南京 211106，中国）

摘要：航班离港过程受航班延误、调度延误和滑行时间等各种不确定因素的影响。可靠的离港顺序对机场的安

全高效运行至关重要。本文提出了一种考虑进场飞机穿越起飞跑道的多跑道起飞的最优调度模型。设计了一

种编码航班号的遗传算法，以找到接近最优的解决方案。之后，进一步建立多目标动态调度模型，并设计一种混

合算法对其进行求解，对两个模型的结果进行比较和分析。对基于核密度估计的出发时间进行定量分析，并进

行蒙特卡洛模拟，以探讨航班出发时间的不确定性对出发时间的影响。展示的基于广州白云机场历史数据结果

显示了该模型和算法的优势。

关键词：不确定性；离场调度；多跑道调度；遗传算法
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